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Within disciplines concerning artworks from prehistoric artifacts to virtual realities, it is selfevident to discuss the materiality of objects and images. Paradoxically, however, the study of
historical and literary sources often shifts the scholarly focus away from this material dimension
of visual culture studies. While the so-called material turn tries to counter this development
and has a high impact on public discourse, other studies emphasize that objects and images
gain meaning through their involvement in human activities. In this respect, the concept of
affordance offers new perspectives on the study of ancient and modern artworks.
The concept of affordance is rooted in the studies of the American psychologist J. J. Gibson,
who revolutionized the field of perception studies in the 1960s. According to him, things
(natural and artificial) inhere affordances; in other words, they offer a certain range of possible
activities and, thus, become part of human–thing interactions, depending on their shape and
material qualities. This includes a social dimension, as more recent researchers such as A.
Costall and D. A. Norman have stressed. The perception of affordances underlies social
conventions and mental frameworks of experiences and expectations, as described by frame
theories in social and cognitive sciences (e.g., by E. Goffman and A. Ziem).

This has further implications for the field of visual studies: It opens a new methodological
pathway in addition to formal analysis and iconology and sheds light on the role of human
perception and cognitive activities within reception processes. Besides the intellectual
deciphering of images and image-bearing objects, affordances help to describe and discuss
rather instantaneous and unconscious modes of perception and reception and, thus, a mode
of direct human–thing interaction. The material qualities, the aesthetic effects or “feelings,”
and the integration of images into social practices become crucial factors for the unconscious
and intellectual aspects of reception processes. Since the design of images and image-bearing
objects is an expression of the understanding of affordances by their creator(s), affordances
have a historical dimension and allow us to study the socio-cultural and economic frameworks
in which they were created.
The special issue of Art Style Magazine, “The Material Image. Affordances as a New Approach
to Visual Culture Studies,” shall discuss the impact of affordances for visual culture studies in
art history, design theory, new media, archaeology, classics, and related fields. Papers should
offer both a critical review of the theoretical background and an in-depth analysis of the sociohistorical importance of affordances respect to one of the following aspects, preferably linked
to case studies:
- The potential of affordances as a new approach and perspective in visual culture studies.
- New methodological pathways inspired by the concept of affordance and their relation
to traditional approaches and/or the so-called “material turn.”
- The potential and limits of cognitive studies/neurosciences for understanding reception
processes.
- The relation of “natural” affordances, as proposed by J. J. Gibson, and “artificial”
affordances, as discussed in design theories.
- The dependency of affordances on social and historical frameworks.
- The impact of affordances on the study of aesthetic effects and the interdependency
of aesthetics and functionality.
The extended essay should be submitted to editorial@artstyle.international.
Deadline: November 27, 2020.

Required Structure
Please, use The Chicago Manual of Style system, in Microsoft Word format (.docx), with a word count of
minimum 3,000 and maximum 5,500 (excluding figures, endnotes and references). Language: American
or British English. Everything written should be proofread. It is also essential to learn more about the
author’s guidelines, use of images, the review process, terms, and conditions. Click on the link for
information: https://artstyle.international/submission/

Editorial Team
Editor-in-Chief: Christiane Wagner
Senior Editor: Martina Sauer
Co-Editor for this Special Issue: Elisabeth Günther
Associate Editors: Laurence Larochelle, Katarina Andjelkovic and Natasha Marzliak

For more information about the magazine or for the full bios of the editorial team and
scientific committee, please visit the Art Style Magazine’s website: https://artstyle.international
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